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JOINTER
 SAFETY TEST

Date ______________Period___________     Name _______________________                          

Instructions:  Select the best answer, then write that complete answer on the line shown.

1. Be careful that you do not run any material that might have                                                        
                                                                 in it over the jointer.
A. reverse grain C. long glue joints
B. open pitch pockets D. nails, screws, or loose knots

2. Always see that the jointer is set to the right depth of cut, about                          inch, before
you turn on the power.
A. 1/8 C. 3/16
B. 1/16 D. 1/32

3. In edge jointing a board, do not machine material that is less than                       inch(es)
square.
A. 1/2 C. 2
B. 1 D. 3/4

4. You must not use the jointer for face work which is less than                              inch(es) thick.
A. 1/4 C. 1
B. 1/2 D. 2

5. You must not use the jointer for wood less than               inches long.
A. 6 C. 16
B. 12 D. 24

6. You must use                                                   when jointing pieces less than 2 inches square.
A. finger pressure C. a metal tool
B. even pressure D. a push stick

7. You must always use a safety shoe or push block when jointing the                                           
of a piece of material.
A. left edge C. face side
B. left side D. top side

8. Do not use the jointer for cuts deeper than                       inch.
A. 1/32 C. 1/8
B. 1/16 D. 1/4

9. You should                                               change the adjustment of the rear or out feed table.
A. always C. sometimes
B. never D. accurately

10. Push stock over the jointer with a                                     motion (about 15 feet per minute).
A. very quick C. steady
B. slow D. both B and C

11. Stand                                                                  the jointer, not behind or in line with your
material.
A. in the back, behind C. on the left, beside
B. near the front of D. at the rear of
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12. Shift your hands so they never pass over the knife head                                     .
A. at the beginning of the cut C. at any time
B. on deep cuts D. until the end of the cut

13. When you cut                                           on the jointer, you must clamp a stop block to the
fence or table to support the end of the board and prevent a kickback.
A. boards C. edges
B. deeply D. tapers

14. Jointer should never be used for jointing                                                                        .
A. end grain C. face surface
B. side grain D. straight grain

15. Any operation which requires a special set-up must be approved by the instructor         _          
                                                                                         of the operation.
A. after the start C. during the process
B. prior to the start D. at no time during the process


